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QUESTION 1

For a ten-month period, the total monthly sales of new cars within the country of Calistan remained constant. During this
period the monthly sales of new cars manufactured by Marvel Automobile Company doubled, and its share of the new
car market within Calistan increased correspondingly. At the end of this period, emission standards were imposed on
new cars sold within Calistan. During the three months following this imposition, Marvel Automobile Company\\'s share
of the Calistan market declined substantially even though its monthly sales within Calistan remained constant at the
level reached in the last month of the ten-month period. 

If the statements above are true, which one of the following CANNOT be true? 

A. The total monthly sales within Calistan of new cars by companies other than Marvel Automobile Company decreased
over the three months following the imposition of the emission standards. 

B. Over the three months before the imposition of the emission standards, the combined market share of companies
other than Marvel Automobile Company selling new cars in Calistan decreased. 

C. If the emission standards had not been imposed, Marvel Automobile Company would have lost an even larger share
of the number of new cars sold in Calistan than, in fact, it did. 

D. A decrease in the total monthly sales of new cars within Calistan will occur if the emission standards remain in effect. 

E. Since the imposition of the emission standards, Marvel Automobile Company\\'s average profit on each new car sold
within Calistan has increased. 

Correct Answer: A 

Here\\'s the story: The monthly sales of cars in Calistan were constant for a ten-month period, during which monthly
sales of Marvel cars doubled, with a corresponding market share increase. This is a little vague, so perhaps some
actual numbers would clarify: The same number of new cars were sold each month in the country as a whole, so let\\'s
say 1000 are sold each month. Marvel, however, has doubled sales from month 1 to month 10, so let\\'s say they sold
100 in month 1 (a 10% market share) and 200 in month 10 (a 20% market share). After this period, emission standards
went into effect. In the following three months, Marvel\\'s monthly sales remained constant (200), but its market share
dropped a lot. Market share is a company\\'s percentage of sales relative to total sales, so a decrease in market share
for Marvel means an increase in market share of all other companies combined. The only way for that to happen is if
total sales for all companies other than Marvel increased during this three-month period -- again, this is the only way
Marvel\\'s market share can plummet while its sales stay constant. A., which states the opposite, is therefore the
impossibility we seek. 

 

QUESTION 2

It is impossible to do science without measuring. It is impossible to measure without having first selected units of
measurement. Hence, science is arbitrary, since the selection of a unit of measurement -kilometer, mile, fathom, etc. --
is always arbitrary. 

The patteni of reasoning in which one of the following is most similar to that in the argument above 

A. Long hours of practice are necessary for developing musical skill. One must develop one\\'s musical skill in order to
perform difficult music. But long hours of practice are tedious. So performing difficult music is tedious. 

B. You have to advertise to run an expanding business, but advertising is expensive. Hence, it is expensive to run a
business. 
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C. It is permissible to sit on the park benches. To sit on the park benches one must walk to them. One way to walk to
them is by walking on the grass. So it is permissible to walk on the grass. 

D. It is impossible to be a manager without evaluating people. The process of evaluation is necessarily subjective. Thus,
people resent managers because they resent being evaluated subjectively. 

E. Some farming on the plains requires irrigation. This irrigation now uses water pumped from aquifers. But aquifers
have limited capacity and continued pumping will eventually exhaust them. Thus, a new source of water will have to be
found in order for such farming to continue indefinitely. 

Correct Answer: A 

The most efficient way through this Parallel Reasoning question is to recognize the kinds of statements that comprise
the original argument, and then to search for the argument that contains not only the same types of statements, but the
same number of them as well. Hopefully you recognized the first two sentences as statements of necessity:
Paraphrasing, these boil down to "science requires measuring" and "measuring requires selecting units." These of
course can be combined (science requires selecting units), another feature we\\'ll be looking for in the correct choice.
Moving on, let\\'s hold the conclusion (signaled by "hence") for last and finish with the evidence: "Selecting units is
always arbitrary" -- that\\'s a simple statement of fact -- and that brings us to the conclusion that science is therefore
arbitrary. So what do we have here? Two linked statements of necessity, a fact and a conclusion. That\\'s certainly
enough to go on. 

 

QUESTION 3

In studying the autobiographies of Native Americans, most scholars have focused on as-told-to life histories that were
solicited, translated, recorded, and edited by non-Native American collaborators ?that emerged from";bicultural
composite authorship." Limiting their studies to such written documents, these scholars have overlooked traditional,
preliterate modes of communicating personal history. In addition, they have failed to address the cultural constructs of
the highly diverse Native American peoples, who prior to contact with non indigenous cultures did not share with
Europeans the same assumptions about self, life, and writing that underlie the concept of an autobiography ?that indeed
constitute the English word\\'s root meaning. 

The idea of self was, in a number of pre-contact Native American cultures, markedly inclusive: identity was not merely
individual, but also relational to a society, a specific landscape, and the cosmos. Within these cultures, the expression of
life experiences tended to be oriented toward current events: with the participation of fellow tribal members, an
individual person would articulate, reenact, or record important experiences as the person lived them, a mode of
autobiography seemingly more fragmented than the European custom of writing down the recollections of a lifetime.
Moreover, expression itself was not a matter of writing but of language, which can include speech and signs. Oral
autobiography comprised songs, chants, stories, and even the process whereby one repeatedly took on new names to
reflect important events and deeds in one\\'s life. Dance and drama could convey personal history; for example, the
advent of a vision to one person might require the enactment of that vision in the form of a tribal pageant. One can view
as autobiographical the elaborate tattoos that symbolized a warrior\\'s valorous deeds, and such artifacts as a decorated
shield that communicated the accomplishments and aspirations of its maker, or a robe that was emblazoned with the
pictographic history of the wearer\\'s battles and was sometimes used in reenactments. Also autobiographical, and
indicative of high status within the tribe, would have been a tepee painted with symbolic designs to record the
achievements and display the dreams or visions of its owner, who was often assisted in the painting by other tribal
members. 

A tribe would, then, have contributed to the individual\\'s narrative not merely passively, by its social codes and
expectations, but actively by joining in the expression of that narrative. Such intracultural collaboration may seem alien
to the European style of autobiography, yet any autobiography is shaped by its creator\\'s ideas about the audience for
which it is intended; in this sense, autobiography is justly called a simultaneous individual story and cultural narrative.
Autobiographical expressions by early Native Americans may additionally have been shaped by the cultural
perspectives of the people who transmitted them. 
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Which one of the following most accurately expresses the main conclusion of the passage? 

A. Scholars have tended to overlook the nuances of concepts about identity that existed in some of the early Native
American cultures. 

B. As demonstrated by early Native Americans, autobiography can exist in a variety of media other than written
documents. 

C. The Native American life histories collected and recorded by non-Native American writers differ from European-style
autobiographies in their depictions of an individual\\'s relation to society. 

D. Early Native Americans created autobiographies with forms and underlying assumptions that frequently differ from
those of European-style autobiographies. 

E. The autobiographical forms traditionally used by Native Americans are more fragmented than European forms and
thus less easily recognizable as personal history. 

Correct Answer: D 

The main conclusion is hinted at in 1 and, as we\\'ve seen, is given full expression in 4. There\\'s a big difference
between a Native American "autobiography" and the traditional form as created by Europeans, and that difference has
to do with what goes into the notion of one\\'s self and life, and how one expresses it. 

 

QUESTION 4

Television executives recently announced that advertising time on television will cost 10 to 15 percent more next fall
than it cost last fall. The executives argued that in spite of this increase, advertisers will continue to profit from television
advertising, and so advertising time will be no harder to sell next fall than it was last fall. 

Which one of the following, if true, would most support the television executives\\' argument? 

A. Most costs of production and distribution of products typically advertised on television are expected to rise 3 to 7
percent in the next year. 

B. The system for rating the size of the audience watching any given television advertisement will change next fall. 

C. Next fall advertising time on television will no longer be available in blocks smaller than 30 seconds. 

D. The amount of television advertising time purchased by providers of services is increasing, while the amount of such
time purchased by providers of products is decreasing. 

E. A recent survey has shown that the average number of hours people spend watching television is increasing at the
rate of 2 percent every two months. 

Correct Answer: E 

TV and doctors, TV and doctors. . . Noticing a pattern in the subject matter in the beginning of this section? This time we
get a strengthening question. We\\'re told that advertising will be more expensive next year, but advertisers will still profit
from those ads. The conclusion, set off in the final sentence by "and so," is that advertising time will be no harder to sell
next fall than it was last fall. Perhaps this struck you as a bit shaky? The author doesn\\'t say profits are rising, or even
staying the same, but merely that profits will continue. If it\\'s more expensive to advertise, might it not actually be harder
to sell ads this fall? The author is assuming that despite increasing costs of TV advertising, something else will
compensate for the increase and render the advertising just as valuable to advertisers despite the increase in cost. So
we need to find some positive factor among the choices that would make us more likely to believe that ads will sell just
as easily this fall, as the author contends. That may be as much of a prephrase as is possible here, so let\\'s jump right
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to the choices. 

 

QUESTION 5

Priest: Do you speak to the devil and follow his biddings? 

Parishioner: Yes 

Priest: You must be lying. Nobody who is in league with the devil tells the truth. 

Why can the priest\\'s behavior be considered paradoxical? 

A. he accused the parishioner of being in league with the devil, but he later changed his story 

B. he relied upon the answer of the parishioner in order to reject his response 

C. his behavior was entirely within accordance with religious law, but he was accusing the parishioner of violating that
law 

D. while he is questioning the parishioner about possible association with the devil, he doesn\\'t actually believe in a
dark lord 

E. he was the one who asked the question, but he refused to accept the answer 

Correct Answer: B 
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